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even with the advances in intraocular lens technology and the growing diversity of refractive surgery techniques the role of contact lenses in ophthalmic practice has only increased this is due in part to the great strides in materials technology expanding applications both refractive and therapeutic for contact lenses and the clear recognition that contact lenses will always be an important tool for the ophthalmologist with the fitting of contact lenses as a medical art requiring a thorough understanding of anatomy physiology and optics of the eye this practice is formulaic only in part the rest of contact lens practice requires sound medical judgment and decision making that comes only with hands on experience the authors address this need by starting with a didactic approach that incorporates frequently asked questions and straightforward answers so that the ophthalmology resident intermediate contact lens practitioner and optometrist will find this to be an indispensable resource the field of contact lenses continues to evolve at a rapid pace with new optical designs and vision correction options continually being developed additionally the rapid expansion of clinical instrumentation offers eye care practitioners a wide choice of investigative techniques for assessing in eye contact lens performance and diagnosing adverse reactions now in its fourth edition contact lens practice has been thoroughly updated and revised to capture these developments and more and translate them into an organised and easily digestible resource written and edited by award winning author researcher and lecturer professor nathan efron this title provides a comprehensive evidence based overview of the scientific foundations and clinical applications of contact lens fitting the text has been refreshed by the inclusion of five new authors a mixture of scientists and clinicians all of whom are at the cutting edge of their specialty serves as an essential companion and guide to current thinking and practice in the content lens field ideal for use by optometrists ophthalmologists orthoptists opticians students and contact lens industry professionals presents subject matter in a clear and logical format to allow the reader to quickly identify and comprehend key information features highly illustrated chapters in full colour helping the reader to visualize core concepts includes completely rewritten chapters by new authors on scleral and corneo scleral contact lenses high ametropia therapeutic applications post surgical lens fitting and practice management a new chapter on post surgery management consolidates core information on post operative management involving contact lenses this comprehensive text and reference addresses the full scope of contemporary contact lens science and practice with two expert editors and 100 first rate contributors the book presents practitioners and students in optometry and ophthalmology with key facts on corneal anatomy recent research contact lens design patient evaluation clinical applications patient education and complications of contact lenses wear more than 600 illustrations complement the text clinical contact lens practice will be the standard text for required contact lens courses and will be an invaluable everyday reference for practitioners thoroughly revised and updated this popular book provides a comprehensive yet easy to read guide to modern contact lens practice beautifully re designed in a clean contemporary layout this second edition presents relevant and up to date information in a systematic manner with a logical flow of subject matter from front to back this book wonderfully captures the middle ground in the contact lens field somewhere between a dense research based tome and a basic fitting guide as such it is ideally suited for both students and general eye care practitioners who require a practical accessible and uncluttered account of the contact lens field outlines a rational clinical approach to modern contact lens fitting practical advice for the clinic and the classroom logical structure and systematic layout with relevant chapters grouped into coherent sections for easy reference up to date for accurate information chapters are contextualised through cross referencing helping to reflect the relative importance of different topics provides an historical time line of contact lens development and explains the current global situation explains how contact lenses are fabricated designed manufactured and measured reviews the scientific principles that underpin the clinical application of contact lenses new chapter on daily disposable contact lenses contributing authors comprising optometrists ophthalmologists dispensing opticians industry experts researchers and clinicians all of whom are true international leaders in their sub specialty areas many new line diagrams and clinical photographs to illustrate inform and explain the concepts outlined in the text special consideration is given to the most popular lens replacement systems daily two weekly and monthly extensive appendices to assist chair side decision making in everyday practice efron grading scales for contact lens complications evidence based approach with numerous up to date references at the end of each chapter this book provides the theoretical and analytical resources for an urgent rethinking of the social project of educating and educational leading it examines what educational leadership is namely the politics and power of leadership as a practice and what it can and should be offering a pedagogical and praxis informed approach to educational practice drawing on research conducted at various australian schools and education districts it argues for a reframing of educational leadership as pedagogical practice praxis to transform theorising and practice in the field the book provides a rich account of educational leading through a practice lens bringing into dialogue the theory of practice architectures with site ontologies bourdieus thinking tools and feminist critical scholarship the book tracks the practices and praxis of educational leaders as they grapple with the changing landscape and forces of educational policies that have informed australian education it reimagines education leadership by integrating continental and northern european understandings of pedagogy and praxis as being morally and ethically informed readers will find a more holistic understanding of educational leadership practice and praxis based on the everyday accounts of educational leaders teachers and students in schools and education districts this up to date text offers a practical approach to the theory and practice of how spectacle lenses are made and how they work in correcting vision it also covers the more fundamental aspects of spectacle lens dispensing with relevance to areas such as visual optics and geometric optics thoroughly revised and updated this popular book provides a comprehensive yet easy to read guide to modern contact lens practice this second edition presents relevant and up to date information in a systematic
manner with a logical flow of subject matter from front to back this title is directed primarily towards health care professionals outside of the united states completely updated and revised this classic text provides a definitive reference work on contact lenses for optometrists dispensing opticians ophthalmologists and contact lens practitioners an everyday definitive reference work this classic beautifully designed text has been reinvented to provide the modern eye care practitioner with all the essential knowledge that they need in one volume a prestigious list of internationally known experts has contributed chapters and judith morris is consultant editor for this the fifth edition the book has been brought up to date to reflect modern day contact lens practice yet still provides the basic scientific foundations from silicone hydrogels orthok and digital imaging to practice law research projects and practical optics all you need is included in one volume redesigned with numerous high quality line diagrams and clinical illustrations to further explain points brought out in the text refocused and tightened the content has been overhauled to provide you with an essential touchstone for everyday practice erudite definitive and comprehensive the book now concentrates on the evidence behind contact lens practice and enables you to make informed choices about the care you give to your patients a bonus website provides you with a wealth of practice tools illustrations worked examples and calculators as well as helpful worked simulations and examples plus training videos for further information part of a successful series published originally in optician and on optometryonline net highly illustrated in full colour throughout specially designed and prepared practical approach builds from basics and covers recent developments in contact lens practice systemic oppression continues to disenfranchise students at the intersections of race ethnicity gender identity sexual orientation immigrant status religion ableism and economic status because of this school counselors are called to function as advocates and change agents but often find themselves underprepared to address these oppressive systems in schools it is vital that school counselors are provided resources that enable them to increase their preparedness and allow them to address oppressive practices within schools as well as work with diverse populations using culturally affirming and antiracist practices developing delivering and sustaining school counseling practices through a culturally affirming lens informs culturally affirming and antiracist professional practice and advocacy work by school counselors it serves as a learning tool that better prepares school counselors to address the needs of marginalized students and work as effective change agents to disrupt systemic oppression in school settings covering topics such as professional identity racial trauma and social justice this book serves as a dynamic resource for school counselor educators school counselors in training school counselors directors supervisors district leaders and administration researchers and academicians as they implement antiracist social justice and culturally affirming practices in school settings and academia in 2013 the institute of medicine iom roundtable on population health improvement organized a workshop to discuss opportunities to foster a health in all policies approach in non health sectors such as housing transportation defense education and others much of the discussion focused on public sector organizations and roundtable members saw the need for further discussion of the role of the private sector both as stakeholder and partner on june 4 2015 the roundtable convened a follow up workshop focused on applying a health lens to the role and potential of businesses in improving economic well being and community health outcomes participants explored what businesses can offer the movement to improve population health and areas of potential as well as models for how businesses can impact the determinants of health and developed a platform for discussing how to promote and support health in all business practices policies and investments this report summarizes the presentations and discussions from the workshop this book honors the memory of brian hesse a scholar of near eastern archaeology a writer of alliterative and punned publication titles and an accomplished amateur photographer hesse specialized in zooarchaeology but he influenced a wider range of excavators and ancient historians with his broad interpretive reach he spent much of his career analyzing faunal materials from different countries in the middle east including iran yemen and israel and his publications covered themes particular to animal bone studies such as domestication ancient market economics as well as broader themes such as determining ethnicity in archaeology the essays in this volume reflect the breadth of his interests most chapters share an old world geographic setting focusing either on europe or the middle east the topics are diverse with the majority discussing animal bones as was hesse s specialization but some take a nonfaunal perspective related to the problems with which hesse grappled the volume is also broad in temporal scope ranging from neolithic iran to early medieval england and it addresses theoretical matters as well as methodological innovations including taphonomy and the history of computers in zooarchaeology several of the essays are direct revisits to inspirations from or extensions of hesse s own research all the contributions reflect his intense interest in social questions about antiquity the theme of social archaeology informed much of brian hesse s thinking and it is why his work made such an impact on those working outside his own disciplinary research in the lukan lens on wealth and possessions a perspective shaped by reversal and right response rachel coleman offers a detailed exploration of luke s wealth ethic examining the topic with careful exegesis and literary and theological sensitivity in this thoroughly updated fourth edition award winning contact lens author lecturer and researcher professor nathan efron presents an easily accessible systematic account of how to identify understand and manage contact lens complications professor efron is renowned for his ability to distill often complex principles of ocular physiology and pathology into a clinically friendly format the subject matter is arranged logically by tissue structure which is the way practitioners naturally approach clinical problems beautifully presented and lavishly illustrated with full color schematic diagrams and clinical pictures this book can serve as both a practical chair side manual and authoritative reference thoroughly revised capturing the latest advances and concepts in contact lens related ocular pathology updated complications quick find index at the beginning of the book constituting a valuable practitioner aid to formulating a rapid diagnosis and treatment plan and serving students as a useful examination study aid incorporates findings from the dry eye workshop ii dews ii and the international workshops on melibon gland dysfunction and contact lens discomfort two new chapters lid wiper epitheliopathy and lid parallel conjunctival folds over 1 500 references cited as the basis of a thorough evidence based approach 60 superb new clinical pictures and schematic diagrams making over 650 in total grading scales for 16 contact lens complications making this the most comprehensive and widely used grading system available today grading morphs computer program as a computer based aid to assessing condition severity self help grading tutor computer program to help you hone your grading skills pictorial tear film classification system freeman is your go to resource for practical up to date guidance on ocular diseases surgical procedures medications and equipment as well as paramedical procedures and office management in the ophthalmology optometry oculist or eye care settings thoroughly updated content and more than 1 000 full color illustrations cover all the knowledge and skills you need for your day to day duties as well as success on certification and recertification exams this comprehensive text provides essential learning and practical guidance for ophthalmic assistants technicians medical technologists physician assistants and all others involved in ocular care helping each become a valuable asset to the eye care team full color visual guidance for identification of ophthalmic disorders explanations of
Contact Lenses in Ophthalmic Practice
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even with the advances in intraocular lens technology and the growing diversity of refractive surgery techniques the role of contact lenses in ophthalmic practice has only increased this is due in part to the great strides in materials technology expanding applications both refractive and therapeutic for contact lenses and the clear recognition that contact lenses will always be an important tool for the ophthalmologist with the fitting of contact lenses as a medical art requiring a thorough understanding of anatomy physiology and optics of the eye this practice is formulaic only in part the rest of contact lens practice requires sound medical judgment and decision making that comes only with hands on experience the authors address this need by starting with a didactic approach incorporating frequently asked questions and straightforward answers so that the ophthalmology resident intermediate contact lens practitioner and optometrist will find this to be an indispensable resource

Contact Lens Practice - E-Book
the field of contact lenses continues to evolve at a rapid pace with new optical designs and vision correction options continually being developed additionally the rapid expansion of clinical instrumentation offers eye care practitioners a wide choice of investigative techniques for assessing in eye contact lens performance and diagnosing adverse reactions now in its fourth edition contact lens practice has been thoroughly updated and revised to capture these developments and more and translate them into an organised and easily digestible resource written and edited by award winning author researcher and lecturer professor nathan efron this title provides a comprehensive evidence based overview of the scientific foundations and clinical applications of contact lens fitting the text has been refreshed by the inclusion of five new authors a mixture of scientists and clinicians all of whom are at the cutting edge of their specialty serves as an essential companion and guide to current thinking and practice in the contact lens field ideal for use by optometrists ophthalmologists orthoptists opticians students and contact lens industry professionals presents subject matter in a clear and logical format to allow the reader to quickly identify and comprehend key information features highly illustrated chapters in full colour helping the reader to visualize core concepts includes completely rewritten chapters by new authors on scleral and corneo scleral contact lenses high ametropia therapeutic applications post surgical lens fitting and practice management a new chapter on post surgery management consolidates core information on post operative management involving contact lenses

Contact Lens Theory and Practice
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this comprehensive text and reference addresses the full scope of contemporary contact lens science and practice with two expert editors and 100 first rate contributors the book presents practitioners and students in optometry and ophthalmology with key facts on corneal anatomy recent research contact lens design patient evaluation clinical applications patient education and complications of contact lens wear more than 600 illustrations complement the text clinical contact lens practice will be the standard text for required contact lens courses and will be an invaluable everyday reference for practitioners

Clinical Contact Lens Practice

2005
thoroughly revised and updated this popular book provides a comprehensive yet easy to read guide to modern contact lens practice beautifully re
designed in a clean contemporary layout this second edition presents relevant and up to date information in a systematic manner with a logical
flow of subject matter from front to back this book wonderfully captures the middle ground in the contact lens field somewhere between a dense
research based tome and a basic fitting guide as such it is ideally suited for both students and general eye care practitioners who require a
practical accessible and uncluttered account of the contact lens field outlines a rational clinical approach to modern contact lens fitting practical
advice for the clinic and the classroom logical and systematic layout with relevant chapters grouped into coherent sections for easy
reference up to date for accurate information chapters are contextualised through cross referencing helping to reflect the relative importance of
different topics provides an historical time line of contact lens development and explains the current global situation explains how contact lenses
are fabricated designed manufactured and measured reviews the scientific principles that underpin the clinical application of contact lenses new
chapter on daily disposable contact lenses contributing authors comprising optometrists ophthalmologists dispensing opticians industry experts
researchers and clinicians all of whom are true international leaders in their sub specialty areas many new line diagrams and clinical photographs
to illustrate inform and explain the concepts outlined in the text special consideration is given to the most popular lens replacement systems daily
two weekly and monthly extensive appendices to assist chair side decision making in everyday practice efron grading scales for contact lens
complications evidence based approach with numerous up to date references at the end of each chapter

Contact Lens Practice E-Book
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this book provides the theoretical and analytical resources for an urgent rethinking of the social project of educating and educational leading it
examines what educational leadership is namely the politics and power of leadership as a practice and what it can and should be offering a
pedagogical and praxis informed approach to educational practice drawing on research conducted at various australian schools and education
districts it argues for a reframing of educational leadership as pedagogical practice praxis to transform theorising and practice in the field the book
provides a rich account of educational leading through a practice lens bringing into dialogue the theory of practice architectures with site ontologies
bourdieu s thinking tools and feminist critical scholarship the book tracks the practices and praxis of educational leaders as they grapple with the
changing landscape and forces of educational policies that have informed australian education it reimagines education leadership by integrating
continental and northern european understandings of pedagogy and praxis as being morally and ethically informed as opposed to the narrower
anglophone notions of pedagogy as teaching and learning the book adds to the body of knowledge on the actual work of leadership as a distinct
set of practices that is morally and ethically informed readers will find a more holistic understanding of educational leadership practice and praxis
based on the everyday accounts of educational leaders teachers and students in schools and education districts
Contact Lens Practice
1974

This up to date text offers a practical approach to the theory and practice of how spectacle lenses are made and how they work in correcting vision. It also covers the more fundamental aspects of spectacle lens dispensing with relevance to areas such as visual optics and geometric optics.

Educational Leadership through a Practice Lens
2021-12-15

Thoroughly revised and updated, this popular book provides a comprehensive yet easy to read guide to modern contact lens practice. This second edition presents relevant and up to date information in a systematic manner with a logical flow of subject matter from front to back.

Spectacle Lenses
2001

This title is directed primarily towards health care professionals outside of the United States. Completely updated and revised, this classic text provides a definitive reference work on contact lenses for optometrists, dispensing opticians, ophthalmologists, and contact lens practitioners. An everyday definitive reference work, this classic beautifully designed text has been reinvented to provide the modern eye care practitioner with all the essential knowledge that they need in one volume. A prestigious list of internationally known experts has contributed chapters, and Judith Morris is consultant editor for this. The fifth edition the book has been brought up to date to reflect modern day contact lens practice. Yet still provides the basic scientific foundations from silicone hydrogels, orthok, and digital imaging to practice law, research projects, and practical optics. All you need is included in one volume. Redesigned with numerous high quality line diagrams and clinical illustrations to further explain points brought out in the text, refocused and tightened, the content has been overhauled to provide you with an essential touchstone for everyday practice. Erudite, definitive, and comprehensive, the book now concentrates on the evidence behind contact lens practice and enables you to make informed choices about the care you give to your patients. A bonus website provides you with a wealth of practice tools, illustrations, worked examples, and calculators as well as helpful worked simulations and examples plus training videos for further information.
systemic oppression continues to disenfranchise students at the intersections of race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexual orientation, immigrant status, religion, ableism, and economic status. Because of this, school counselors are called to function as advocates and change agents but often find themselves underprepared to address these oppressive systems in schools. It is vital that school counselors are provided resources that enable them to increase their preparedness and allow them to address oppressive practices within schools as well as work with diverse populations using culturally affirming and antiracist practices. Developing, delivering, and sustaining school counseling practices through a culturally affirming lens informs culturally affirming and antiracist professional practice and advocacy work by school counselors. It serves as a learning tool that better prepares school counselors to address the needs of marginalized students and work as effective change agents to disrupt systemic oppression in school settings. Covering topics such as professional identity, racial trauma, and social justice, this book serves as a dynamic resource for school counselor educators, school counselors in training, school counselors, directors, supervisors, district leaders, and administration researchers and academicians as they implement antiracist social justice and culturally affirming practices in school settings and academia.
in all policies approach in non health sectors such as housing transportation defense education and others much of the discussion focused on public sector organizations and roundtable members saw the need for further discussion of the role of the private sector both as stakeholder and partner on june 4 2015 the roundtable convened a follow up workshop focused on applying a health lens to the role and potential of businesses in improving economic well being and community health outcomes participants explored what businesses can offer the movement to improve population health and areas of potential as well as models for how businesses can impact the determinants of health and developed a platform for discussing how to promote and support health in all business practices policies and investments this report summarizes the presentations and discussions from the workshop
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this book honors the memory of brian hesse a scholar of near eastern archaeology a writer of alliterative and punned publication titles and an accomplished amateur photographer hesse specialized in zooarchaeology but he influenced a wider range of excavators and ancient historians with his broad interpretive reach he spent much of his career analyzing faunal materials from different countries in the middle east including iran yemen and israel and his publications covered themes particular to animal bone studies such as domestication ancient market economics as well as broader themes such as determining ethnicity in archaeology the essays in this volume reflect the breadth of his interests most chapters share an old world geographic setting focusing either on europe or the middle east the topics are diverse with the majority discussing animal bones as was hesse s specialization but some take a nonfaunal perspective related to the problems with which hesse grappled the volume is also broad in temporal scope ranging from neolithic iran to early medieval england and it addresses theoretical matters as well as methodological innovations including taphonomy and the history of computers in zooarchaeology several of the essays are direct revisits to inspirations from or extensions of hesse s own research all the contributions reflect his intense interest in social questions about antiquity the theme of social archaeology informed much of brian hesse s thinking and it is why his work made such an impact on those working outside his own disciplinary research

**Contact Lens Practice**
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in the lukan lens on wealth and possessions a perspective shaped by reversal and right response rachel coleman offers a detailed exploration of
Contact Lenses

2007

In this thoroughly updated fourth edition award-winning contact lens author, lecturer, and researcher professor Nathan Efron presents an easily accessible systematic account of how to identify, understand, and manage contact lens complications. Professor Efron is renowned for his ability to distill often complex principles of ocular physiology and pathology into a clinically friendly format. The subject matter is arranged logically by tissue structure, which is the way practitioners naturally approach clinical problems. Beautifully presented and lavishly illustrated with full-color schematic diagrams and clinical pictures, this book can serve as both a practical chairside manual and an authoritative reference. Thoroughly revised, capturing the latest advances and concepts in contact lens-related ocular pathology, updated complications, quick-find index at the beginning of the book, constituting a valuable practitioner aid to formulating a rapid diagnosis and treatment plan and serving students as a useful examination study aid. Incorporates findings from the dry eye workshop II, Dews II, and the International Workshops on Meibomian gland dysfunction and contact lens discomfort. Two new chapters: lid wiper epitheliopathy and lid parallel conjunctival folds. Over 1,500 references cited as the basis of a thorough evidence-based approach. 60 superb new clinical pictures and schematic diagrams making over 650 in total. Grading scales for 16 contact lens complications making this the most comprehensive and widely used grading system available today. Grading Morphs computer program as a computer-based aid to assessing condition severity. Self help grading tutor computer program to help you hone your grading skills. Pictorial tear film classification system.

Essential Contact Lens Practice
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Freeman is your go-to resource for practical up-to-date guidance on ocular diseases, surgical procedures, medications, and equipment as well as paramedical procedures and office management in the ophthalmology, optometry, opticianry, or eye care settings. Thoroughly updated content and more than 1,000 full-color illustrations cover all the knowledge and skills you need for your day-to-day duties as well as success on certification and recertification exams. This comprehensive text provides essential learning and practical guidance for ophthalmic assistants, technicians, medical technologists, physician assistants, and all others involved in ocular care, helping each become a valuable asset to the eye care team.
visual guidance for identification of ophthalmic disorders explanations of difficult concepts and depictions of the newest equipment used in ophthalmology and optometry quick reference appendices provide hospital practice forms for more efficient patient record keeping conversion tables and numerous language translations plus information on ocular emergencies pharmaceuticals and more updated throughout with the latest information on basic science new testing procedures new equipment the role of the assistant in the practice and an expanded chapter on oct imaging a new bonus color image atlas tests your clinical recognition of disease and disorders of the eye four brand new chapters cover the latest industry advances regarding dry eye vision function and impairment uveitis and surgical correction of presbyopia

Developing, Delivering, and Sustaining School Counseling Practices Through a Culturally Affirming Lens

2022-05-06

how can application of a positive lens to understanding social change and organizations enrich and elaborate theory and practice this is the core question that inspired this book it is a question that brought together a diverse and talented group of researchers interested in change and organizations in different problem domains sustainability healthcare and poverty alleviation the contributors to this book bring different theoretical lenses to the question of social change and organizations some are anchored in more macro accounts of how and why social change processes occur while others approach the question from a more psychological or social psychological perspective many of the chapters in the book travel across levels of analyses making their accounts of social change good examples of multi level theorizing some scholars are practiced and immersed in thinking about organizational phenomena through a positive lens for others it was a total adventure in trying on a new set of glasses however connecting all contributing authors was an excitement and willingness to explore new insights and new angles on how to explain and cultivate social change within or across organizations this edited volume will be of interest to an international community who seek to understand how organizations and people can generate positive outcomes for society students and researchers in organizational behavior management positive psychology leadership and corporate responsibility will find this book of interest

Applying a Health Lens to Business Practices, Policies, and Investments
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drawing on an asset based approach to adolescents and their literacy practices this book is a powerful resource for secondary teachers across all
content areas the authors encourage a widened lens approach that considers varied perspectives and research findings when engaging in multiple
and often competing initiatives issues and pedagogies using examples from their own and others classroom experiences the authors explore
numerous theoretical and practical understandings of literacy to inform classroom instruction they discuss different theories of literacy instruction
and the ways that sociocultural and cognitive approaches to literacy like the science of reading and whole language can work in concert with each
other readers will find relevant information about adolescents multiliteracies text selection and complexity and meeting the needs of diverse
learners with suggested resources teaching strategies and discussion questions throughout this is an ideal text for teacher education courses
professional learning communities and professionals who want to learn more about how to support adolescents literacy development book features
research based strategies to improve the reading ability of adolescents concise descriptions of current literacy approaches commonly referenced
in educational policy and the media application suggestions with scenarios from middle and high school classrooms guiding questions to help
beginning teachers reflect on their own literacy experiences and their adolescent students tables and a glossary of key terms to support readers
understanding of complex concepts

The Wide Lens in Archaeology
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until 11 1972 dinkhorst inserted 170 iridocapsular lenses in 158 patients the first operation took place on 16 9 1965 initially indication for the fitting
of an iridocapsular lens was congenital or traumatic cataract in children since the extracapsular cataract extraction necessary at that age facilitated
and the desire to reduce dislocations and the development of ecd to a minimum induced dinkhorst to perform primary iridocapsular lens implant
operations in cases with senile cataract as weh this explains the decrease in the fitting or iris clip lens implants in favor of iridocapsular lens
implants see fig 39 the distribution of the patients ages in these 170 cases is therefore quite different from that of the 677 iris clip lens implant
operations see fig 40 the technique of the iridocapsular lens implantation is described on page 59 numerical data are shown in fig 41 noteworthy in
this table are the following points 1 the average age at operation of 30 82 years which is very low compared with the 65 80 years for the iris clip
lens series may be explained by the relatively large number of children in this series see fig 40
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